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NEW QUESTION 1
What is the key architectural component that allows Cisco Meraki's datacenters to be fully HIPAA and PCI compliant?

A. Layer 7 application fingerprinting
B. Out-of-band control plane
C. Non-existent command line interface
D. Controller and server-free design

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 2
Which two trends are helping to drive customer digital transformation? (Choose two)

A. Need to automate and simplify the way IT manages and deploys networks
B. IT budgets are growing to address the pace of technology introduction
C. Businesses must differentiate customer experiences
D. New technology take a slower and measured development path
E. Decreases in the number of industry and national security regulations

Answer: CD

NEW QUESTION 3
How does Catalyst Access Switching provide two improved workforce experiences? (Choose two.)

A. Manual configuration of end devices
B. Controller-based management
C. Core data center deployments
D. Internet of things, such as, flexible workspace (open office, branch office, conference and classrooms)
E. Flexible workspace

Answer: CD

NEW QUESTION 4
Which three statements regarding Mobility Express are true? (Choose three.)

A. Ideal for sites with up to 200 access points and 2000 clients
B. Supports Workgroup Bridge mode of operation
C. Supports simple Over-the-Air
D. Runs wireless LAN controller function on an access point
E. Provisioning to configure the controller
F. Supported on all Wave 2 access points

Answer: ACD

NEW QUESTION 5
What does Cisco's Enterprise class SMB switch web UI provide?

A. Secure and Consistent onboarding experience
B. Cisco Prime Infrastructure manageability
C. Interactive dashboard for key metrics at-a-glance
D. Provision, Install and Monitor via APIC-EM Zero-touch Plug and Play

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 6
How is an Organization defined within the context of the Meraki Dashboard?

A. It contains Cisco Meraki devices, their configurations, statistics, and any client-device information.
B. It serves as the boundary of the account's administrative domain, including license, inventory, and user management.
C. It is defined by the user's network construct and categorized as either small-medium enterprise (SME), campus, or a distributed enterprise.
D. It consists of multiple service provider resources, including support ticket management and API sandboxes.

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 7
Which are two characteristics of Cisco Umbrella? (Choose two.)

A. Provides protection when on the VPN
B. Improve Application Performance
C. Simple manual installation of hardware
D. Subscription-based model
E. Delivered from the cloud

Answer: CE
NEW QUESTION 8
Which are two major security challenges that occur due to proliferation of users, devices, and applications at the branch? (Choose two.)

A. Increased complexity for mitigation
B. Increased complexity for mobility
C. Increased threat surface area
D. Increase in threat naivety
E. Increased complexity in Omni-channel experience

Answer: BC

NEW QUESTION 9
What is the right approach to achieve secure infrastructure against attack requirements of WAN connectivity?

A. Operational simplicity for server infrastructure
B. Monitoring application performance
C. Simple and agile service deployment model
D. Introduce Advanced Threat Defense solution

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 10
Which two statements best highlight Cisco's commitment to partners and customers? (Choose two.)

A. Cisco works closely with leading research institutions and lets them take the lead in the development of enterprise security solutions.
B. Cisco has the most comprehensive portfolio in the networking industry to help connect, collaborate, compute, and protect your customer's business.
C. Cisco shapes the future of the Internet by creating opportunity for investors and ecosystem partners.
D. Cisco's investment in R&D to maintain first-to-market approach for innovative technologies and solutions.
E. Cisco leads in the invention and development of the industry's most advanced machine learning platform.

Answer: BD

NEW QUESTION 11
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